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Foliar Sprays & Leaf Washes

Thunder Bloom Foliar Spray. 1 Gallon
Model: SA430
Thunder Bloom Foliar Spray. 1 Gallon
Manufacturer: Vita Grow
VITA GROW THUNDER BLOOM FOLIAR SPRAY. 128 fluid ounces. Mix 1 and 3/4 teaspoon per quart of water.
Starting 5 days before switching to bloom cycle spray once a day. Now switch to the bloom cycle. After switching
to the bloom cycle, spray once a day for 10-14 days and stop. Mist top and bottom of leaves. Guaranteed to like
it or your money back! 4-ounce trial size only. To my knowledge we have only refunded one persons money.
They were mad that their plants had fallen down from the excess weight. Feed your plants properly for strong
stems and branches and don’t forget to tie them up! Works on all flowering plants.This stuff is awesome!!!!! If
you want more flowers or fruiting sites this is the stuff for you. Make sure your plant can hold up the extra fruit or
your plant might lose branches. Also, make sure to mix in a surfactant (spreader sticker) with this product before
you spray. Surfactants mixed into the water before you add your Thunder Bloom Foliar Spray will spread the
product over the leaves evenly and coat them. Always spray to tops and bottoms of leaves when foliar feeding.
In a pinch you can use a clear dishwashing detergent like Ivory liquid. Make sure there are no anti-bacterial
additives in it. Use about 2 to 3 drops per gallon. Start with the lesser dose and spray a small area. The leaves
should look coated. Look closely to make sure the spray is not running off of the leaves. If it is, increase the
amount of surfactant.

Price: $213.46
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